Biome Lapbook

Use these lapbook pieces to record information as you learn about biomes.

Cut out circle. Fold on all the lines. Fold in the middle of each side to tuck inside. Write in the inside.

Cut out diamond and fold on center line.

Rainforest Facts

Grasslands Facts
Glue this down. Fold down the half Circle with title. Write on the inside.

TUNDRA FACTS

Temperate Deciduous Forest

Cut outline of flower. Write on petals and Fold in to cover words.

Taiga Facts
Cut out these two rectangles as one piece. Cut out the gray rectangle on the right.

Cut out the rectangle below with the extra edge as one piece. Write your facts on it. Start under the line.

Place your facts face down so your words will show out the window.

Fold this rectangle over and glue along the side and bottom. Make sure "Desert facts" stick out the top.

Desert Facts